
  From: Joseph Caserto JCAD+D
Subject: Re: Pratt Mascot Design Competition
  Date: June 5, 2015 at 1:10 PM

  To: hmayres
  Cc: Tom Schutte

Dear Ms. Matusow-Ayres:

I thank and commend you for the professional courtesy you showed by responding to my letter regarding the 
Pratt Mascot Design Competition. While I appreciate your clarification that the illustration is part of a larger 
identity being created by a professional design firm and headed by an alumnus, there are still issues with running 
this as a competition, and how Pratt has handled it.

I see that the call for entries now mentions the greater project and professional designers. Thank you for including 
this information, which certainly helps Pratt to appear more transparent. May I suggest that the community could 
be further engaged by sharing the names of the firm and the alumnus is who is heading the project.

Of course, there is a benefit to engaging the Pratt Community, but it is outweighed by the cost of attempting to do 
it through crowdsourcing speculative work. In doing so, the Institute is sending a powerful, dangerous message to 
students that it is an acceptable business practice, and to professionals that our alma mater condones one of the 
biggest challenges to our livelihoods.

Once a final illustration is picked, Pratt gets exclusive rights to use the mascot in perpetuity. In addition to athletic 
uniforms, it will likely appear on signage, merchandising, collateral, and online. To be frank, compensation in the 
form of $1500 and two gala tickets does not begin to cover the scope of this usage.

Again, this would have been much more successful as an internal project given to Communications Design 
students, working under their instructors. Participants would be compensated in the form of pedagogy and course 
credit.

Please understand that by asking artists to work for free, with a small chance of below market compensation, 
Pratt is teaching students by example that it is acceptable to be exploited. I’m confident that one of the world’s 
most respected design schools can develop much more creative and effective ways to engage the community it 
has built for over 125 years. Pratt does not want to be perceived as disrespectful to its students, faculty, and 
alumni, and it should not behave that way.

Sincerely,

Joseph Caserto
ComD ’92

_____________________________________________

JOSEPH CASERTO 
design professional + educator + consultant
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